Abstract. The Portable Document Format (PDF) is widely-used in the Web and searchable by search engines, but only for the text content. The goal of this work is the extraction and annotation of images in PDF-documents, to make them searchable and to perform semantic image annotation. The first step is the extraction and conversion of the images into a standard format like jpeg, and the recognition of corresponding image captions using the layout structure and geometric relationships. The second step uses linguistic-semantic analysis of the image caption text in the context of the document domain. The result on a PDF-document collection with about 3300 pages with 6500 images has a precision of 95.5% and a recall of 88.8% for the correct image captions.
Introduction
This work is motivated by the following five facts: (1) in the world wide web nearly all searchable documents are in HTML-format. The next important format is the PDFformat (portable document format), with a proportion of about 3% of the searchable web (experimental result with Google and Yahoo). Since most PDF documents are larger than HTML-pages we estimate that about 10% of the searchable information is in PDF format [17] . The remaining document formats are below 1%. (2) PDF is a standard format for archiving all types of documents in libraries, government or companies. PDF has an open published specification. PDF/A is an ISO standard for archiving. (3) PDF is popular for electronic publishing because it is a page description format which preserves even complex layouts consisting of text, graphics and images on all output devices. (4). The existing image search engines like Google, Yahoo, Picsearch etc. do not consider images in PDF-documents. (5) Present text based image search engines use keywords and not semantic annotations of the images.
From this we conclude that it is worthwhile to consider the PDF format for image search. Furthermore the image search quality can be improved by semantic annotations of the image captions. This will allow image searching not only by keywords but using questions like "Show me the player who scored the goal 1:0 in the match Mexico-Costa Rica on August 17th, 2005". The semantic annotation can be applied also to image captions in HTML-pages. An example will be presented below (Fig. 5) .
Semantic and index information for image understanding and searching may be obtained from the image content using image processing methods [1] , or from some text describing the image [2] . Some approaches use a combination of either information [3] . This paper describes a new approach that does not use the image content analysis but relies on the recognition of existing image captions using layout analysis. We concentrate on the image caption recognition and do not go into details of the linguistic-semantic methods.
Related Work

PDF-Document Analysis
There exist many commercial and public domain programs for processing of PDFdocuments [4, 5] . But the result of our investigation for the purpose of image capture recognition was disappointing. We found some papers [6, 7] on PDF-document analysis using the open source library xpdf and the programs pdftotext, pdfimages and pdf2html. These tools are helpful but we had to add considerable functions to the existing programs which is described in chapter 3.
Lovegrove et.al. [8] analyze PDF files using Adobe SDK with the goal to perform logic labeling of the layout objects, which also contains image captions with only few examples and no quantitative evaluation.
Chao and Lin [9] developed a proprietary system for PDF-layout analysis with a different purpose.
Image Caption Recognition
For HTML web pages there are many research and commercial systems available which use also image captions, e.g. Google image search: "Google analyzes the text on the page adjacent to the image, the image caption and dozens of other factors to determine the image content. Google also uses sophisticated algorithms to remove duplicates and ensures that the highest quality images are presented first in your results." [15] . Rohini Srihari [3] applied natural language processing to figure captions in newspapers in combination with face detection in the corresponding image. This work does not locate but takes image captions as granted. Her focus is on natural language processing and segmentation of faces in the images to associate them with person names in captions.
Rowe et.al. [10] stress the importance of captions for indexing of images. But they do not use layout (geometry) but only neighborhood in ASCII text representation. They determine statistically relevant presence or absence of particular keywords in the potential caption sentences. (MARIE-4 system).
Paek et.al. [11] classify photographs with corresponding captions into indoors and outdoors. They compare text based and image content based methods for classification. The text based method achieved 83% accuracy on a test set size of 1339.
Approach
The proposed approach consists of two steps: First Recognition of the image captions and second semantic annotation of the image based on the caption text (see Figure 1 ).
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Fig. 1. Two step approach for image annotation in PDF documents: 1.Recognition of image captions and storage of extracted images in an image data base. 2. Interpretation of the captions and storage as semantic annotations of the extracted images in a knowledge server with references to the image data base. 3. The results of layout and caption analysis may be visualized for evaluation using a standard HTML-browser.
Recognition of the Image Captions
In contrast to the methods mentioned above (chapter 2) this approach tries to locate the existing image captions using the layout structure of the document, i.e. positions and sizes of the images and text objects and their geometric arrangement on each page in complete PDF-documents.
An image caption is defined as a text block which is intentionally placed (by the author resp. publisher) below or above the image to describe the semantics of the image. Left and right positions of captions are neglected currently because of their rare occurrence. A text block is defined as a visually separable unit of one or more text lines with homogeneous layout features.
The generation of text blocks applies a bottom-up process starting from the glyphs to build words, text lines, text blocks, and columns. This is similar to document image analysis methods [12, 13] , but more accurate, because there are no distortions due to scanning noise or page skew. Instead of the pixel image we use the PDF objects and streams for text and image layout analysis. The images are located and saved in separate files after conversion to jpg format if necessary. The main problem is to decide which text block is an image caption resp. which image has a caption. This problem is solved as a constraint satisfaction problem using generic layout rules. The rules are derived from the standard publishing rules for allocating text blocks and image captions using font, line, and block attributes.
The recognition process has three phases: (1) Neighborhood analysis starting from the images with local conflict resolution, (2) Neighborhood analysis starting from the text blocks and local conflict resolution, (3) Global resolution of the remaining ambiguities. The last step tries to determine dominant layout attributes in the whole document, like font type, font size and font style to discriminate the captions from other text blocks (see an example in Fig. 2 ).
Semantic Annotation of Caption Text
The semantic annotation of the caption text is performed in cooperation with the DFKI (German Center for Artificial Intelligence). It is based on linguistic-semantic analysis of the caption text and the whole document text using the SPROUT tool. A detailed description is given in [14] .
Results and Discussion
The first test set is a document collection (corpus) of 290 PDF documents downloaded from the FIFA web site http://fifaworldcup.yahoo.com/06/de/index.html containing 3323 pages with a total of 6507 images. This corpus was chosen because this work is part of a larger project called SmartWeb [16] , which has the goal to allow natural language questions to be answered automatically by semantic web technologies. A first use case is the soccer domain in the context of the FIFA WorldCup 2006 in Germany. The results are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 shows the confusion matrix between the recognized image captions and the Ground Truth data of the test set. The diagonal entries show the correct results. For images without captions small images (below a size threshold) are separately shown, and all of them are correctly recognized (true negatives TN). From the remaining 2716 images without captions 3+8=11 images erroneously got an image caption (false positives FP). This proves the intended high specificity (TN/(TN+FP) = 99.83%) of our approach.
In total 76 image captions were not found (false negatives FN), from which 6 captions were left/right captions that are not yet considered in our approach.
The majority of captions are located below the images (caption type Bottom). There are 9 + 6 = 15 captions associated with the wrong images (Top/Bottom confusion), which we also count as false positives (FP) in Table 2 . In Table 2 the results for top and bottom captions are summarized. In terms of the common quality measures of precision and recall the result is as follows: Precision = TP / (TP + FP) = 555/(555+26) = 95.5% and Recall = TP / (TP + FN) = 555/(555+70) = 88.8%, whereas FP consists of 3+8=11 non-captions and 9 + 6 = 15 Top/Bottom confusion errors. The 5850 true negatives consist of 3145 small images and 2705 images recognized without caption.
The average processing time per document is 0.74 sec and per page about 0.06 sec on a standard PC with a 2.7 GHz Pentium 4 processor. In Figure 3 we show the result on a complex PDF-document with a lot of background images and many images without captions.
The second test was performed with a small set of PDF-documents which were converted from HTML to PDF using Adobes PDFprinter. The purpose of this test was to check the quality of the resulting HTML-files (Fig. 1, No. 3) by comparing it with the original HTML.
These PDF-documents may contain a large number of images per page consisting of small graphical objects in gif format because HTML does not support graphics format. The results were comparable to the first test set, but some new problems occurred: Some image captions belonged to the text of buttons, which was sometimes misleading. Figure 4 shows an image caption which was correctly located but does Fig. 4 . The image caption containing the text "Foto vergrössern, Fotogalerie" was correctly recognized, but does not describe the image content. This PDF file was generated from an HTML page. In the original HTML format the "image caption" is a button that has to be clicked by the user to display the image together with the actual caption from data base. not describe the image content. We did not observe such image captions in original PDF documents. This weakness of the layout based caption recognition is obvious, but can be remedied by the following linguistic and semantic post processing.
The semantic annotation is not in the main focus of this paper (see [14] ). An example of the results is given in Figure 5 . Detailed results and discussion will be presented in a future paper.
Conclusion
This paper describes a new layout based approach to find image captions in PDFdocuments. The application of layout rules to discriminate image caption text blocks from other text blocks is successful. This work complements existing systems for image indexing like Google image search, which do not support PDF-documents.
The method was tested on a test set of 290 PDF-documents containing about 3000 pages with about 6500 images. The precision and recall of correct image captions is 95.5% resp. 88.8%. Only 0.17% of images without captions are erroneously associated with a caption.
The subsequent semantic annotation of the image captions using the SPROUT tool is promising. This technique is applicable also to HTML-pages.
Applications of this work are not limited to searching in the web but also suitable for analysis of existing electronic archives of legacy documents in PDF format.
